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Summary of the main findings 

In this thesis we used behavioral, computational, imaging and brain stimulation 

techniques to investigate the short-term retention of visual orientation. We also explored 

how the body’s representation can be flexibly updated to include external objects such as 

tools. Here we will briefly summarize our findings, and discuss the main implications of 

our work.  

 

Memories are imperfect, and even memory for a basic visual feature like orientation 

dwindles over time or due to interference by other visual stimuli. In Chapter 2 we 

demonstrated that internal mnemonic representations of orientation information are not 

immune against interference, and systematic biases emerge when a distractor is presented 

during the delay. These biases consist of an increase in the variability of the mnemonic 

representation, and an attraction of the mnemonic representation towards the orientation 

of the irrelevant distractor – constituting a sort of ‘false memory’ of the remembered 

orientation. Manipulating awareness and attention influenced these memory biases: 

Biases disappeared altogether when a distractor was presented outside of awareness, and 

when the distractor was attended there was a reduction of the attraction effect. While this 

work informs models of visual working memory and feedback related processing, it also 

raises some questions.  

 

To take a step towards unraveling the mystery of why irrelevant information might be 

integrated, we proposed two computational models in Chapter 3. As a first pass these 

models try to explain the attraction effect under conditions of a task irrelevant distractor. 

The first of these models is a perceptual averaging account, which assumes that a 

mnemonic representation is nothing more than a weighted average of the target and 

distractor orientation. The distractor, being irrelevant, presumably carries less weight in 

the averaging process. From the findings in Chapter 2 it’s obvious that such a model 

would fall short trying to generalize to other conditions. For example, it would not be able 

to explain the reduced attraction when the distractor is task relevant – the weighted 
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averaging model assumes that adding attention to the mix would increase the distractor 

weight, wielding a larger rather than a smaller influence during averaging.  

 

The second model explains the attraction effect as a two-stage process. First a decision is 

made about an orientation relative to cardinal, and information incongruent with this 

decision is dismissed. This decision stage alone can explain the so-called ‘default bias’ 

found even in the absence of a distractor, which consists of a response bias away from the 

cardinal axes. Moreover, this decision stage could potentially explain the oblique effect as 

well, since more cropping of distributions closer to cardinal would reduce the variance of 

report. Second, the target and distractor representations undergo multiplicative 

integration, where the distractor is represented with more noise than the target. Both the 

perceptual averaging and the decision and integration model explained the attraction 

effect fairly well. The decision and integration model has great potential for predicting 

front-end perceptual orientation processes, yet it is more difficult to generalize it to 

processing of other visual features or higher-order stimuli.  

 

Chapter 4 demonstrated the seemingly obvious, namely that very basic visual attributes, 

as well as more complex visual objects, cannot be maintained perfectly over time. First of 

all, experiments in this chapter confirmed the intuition that over time the quality of visual 

representations inadvertently diminish. As a general rule, memory quality suffers the 

sharpest falloff early during retention rather than late (Fahle & Harris, 1992; Vogels & 

Orban, 1986). Such decay has been tentatively described to occur in a logarithmic fashion 

(Laming & Sheiwiller, 1958; Lewy, 1895; Wolfe, 1886), though at delays longer than an 

hour decay asymptotes and becomes less than predicted by the logarithm (Laming & 

Scheiwiller, 1958). Indeed, logarithmic decay cannot hold mathematically, since 

performance would tend to infinity at a delay of zero, and lead to negative memory 

precision after a finite duration of time. It’s therefore more likely that memories suffer 

from exponential decay, as many things known in nature. The way in which memories are 

forgotten says a lot about how they are maintained. Assuming that recurrent networks 

and attractor states are responsible for maintaining representations once they can no 
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longer be directly verified via sensorial input (discussed in detail in the General 

Introduction), would one assume increases in noise, or the sudden termination of 

memory representations over time? We demonstrated that the former appears the most 

prominent mechanism of decay, while the latter cannot be entirely excluded. These 

findings can help shape future models of memory maintenance by providing clear 

standards on how decay manifests in the behaving human brain.   

 

Memories are susceptible to interference from other visual stimuli as well as the passive 

passing of time. Actively disrupting memories of visual orientation with TMS would 

therefore seem trivially easy as a next step. The importance of early visual cortex during 

the maintenance of precise representations (Ester, Anderson, Serences, & Awh, 2013; 

Harrison & Tong, 2009; Serences, Ester, Vogel, & Awh, 2009) inspired the work in 

Chapter 5. Here we saw that TMS over early visual cortex can influence memory, though 

contrary to an anticipated interference, we found that memory representations were 

sharpened for stimuli at the targeted retinotopic location. Retinotopic aspecific 

interference was found only when pulses were delivered at the tail end of encoding, 

alluding to possible global encoding strategies used by participants, and interactions 

between individual items in the display. Note that with any TMS experiment, results 

critically rely on the experimental design and the stimulation protocol, especially the latter 

poses a challenge to the experimenter, who is required to pick a sensible value from a 

parameter space that is infinite. Nevertheless, uncovering improvements in performance 

is not without merit, and resonates with theoretical frameworks that suggest that random 

variability in the brain can actually play a functional role (McDonnell & Abbot, 2009) If 

true, stochastic function could lead to the counterintuitive observation that inserting 

random noise enhances the representation of a signal.  

 

As we have discussed, most of what the brain is doing is not rooted in direct physical 

input, but buried in the computations occurring between vast amounts of cortico-cortical 

connections. Maintaining a visual stimulus over a temporal delay is one example of such 

processing, discussed in great detail in this thesis. The second example we have addressed 
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in this thesis concerns the representation of an object that is not originally part of the 

body, such as a tool. When handling a tool with the purpose to achieve some behavioral 

goal – such as picking up a pencil to jot something down, or grabbing a spoon to eat a bit 

of soup – the tool immediately and automatically feels as part of the body. Of course the 

tools in these examples are sensed by the mechanoreceptors of the hand, yet, no receptors 

are existent on the tool itself. Besides a few points of contact, the brain has to infer 

information regarding the tool, such as its location in space or its material properties. This 

process of inference is complete for objects handled with tools, for which there is zero 

direct sensory information. In Chapter 6 we showed that, despite these difficulties, even 

objects held by tools can be rapidly integrated in the body’s representation. In order to 

extend the body beyond directly touched ‘first-order’ objects to ‘second-order’ objects 

(which are objects held by tools) skill with the tool matters: More integration of second-

order objects was found when people exhibited a higher degree of skill with the first-order 

tool.  

 

Together, the work presented in this thesis shines some light on very basic processes 

performed by the brain on a day-to-day basis. Humans are constantly engaged in the 

short-term retention of visual information, relying on an indispensable working memory 

buffer to extend representation of relevant sensory input over temporal gaps, and 

protecting them from interfering inputs. Relevant sensory information can then be used 

to achieve cognitive, and ultimately behavioral goals. In the human world, behavioral 

goals are often expressed through the use of tools, be it the daily maneuvering of a bike, 

scooter, or car through traffic in order to get safely to work, or picking up greasy dim sum 

with a pair of chopsticks, trying not to look like an idiot by having it fall and splash sauce 

all over your clothes during a work dinner. All these mundane acts – remembering, 

moving, or avoiding social awkwardness – barely scratch the surface of the full depths of 

human ability. By studying the human brain, and sticking with it, we might ultimately 

acquire a larger picture about human nature. And that picture might turn out to be us, 

looking bewildered, not having a clue.  
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